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                                     VI.  DATABASE 

 
Presentation of Data 
 
Site Number 
Reference number (e.g. UG 001, etc.) allocated  to a site in the database and shown as a red 
numeral on the base map (where initial zeroes are omitted). UG numbers were allocated in 
the order that data were acquired and are not in any rational geographical pattern.In the 
original data there were some overlaps or duplications so that there are occasional blank 
spaces in the list of numbers. 
 
Site Type 
Type of site is usually taken from Devon Historic Environment Records or English Heritage 
lists of monument types but sometimes is substituted by a different description where that 
appears more appropriate. For each entry the number of the relevant 1:12500 map is shown in 
the lower right hand corner of the cell 
 
Grid Reference (GR) 
Eight-figure National Grid References are given wherever possible. For a larger site the grid 
reference given is for its centre; for very large or linear sites, those of the extremities. 
 
Description 
Summary description of a  site based on an HER and/or the Parish Survey. The  latter 
included field-walking , interpretation of old maps, AP and satellite (PastScape) images, and 
study of historic documents. Metric measurements are used throughout but Imperial 
equivalents are added where these are likely to be in more familiar use e.g. railway gauges. 
Compass directions are expressed with capital letters but place names are written in full e.g. 
‘200m W of West Peake’. 
Numbers in italics at the end of site descriptions are of those of photos in the Ugborough 
History Group’s archive collection. This collection is continually growing and may be worth 
consulting for recent additions. 
 
Period 
Date of site using Devon Historic Environment Record broad periods and periods  where 
known. Broad periods are: Prehistoric; Roman (43-410AD); Early Medieval (410-1066AD); 
Medieval (1066-1540); Post-Medieval (1540-1901); Modern (1901-); Multiperiod; Unknown. 
Roman numerals indicate the century when it is known.   
 
HER 
Historic Environment Record numbers are now the accepted form of reference for  all 
registered sites, replacing earler PRN or SMR numbers (which may still be encountered in 
the literature). Current HERs are of very variable quality and are constantly being revised by  
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Devon Heritage Environment Record and Dartmoor National Park Authority, to whom 
reference should be made if it is important to have the very latest information. 
 
LB and/or SM 
Listed Building grades (Grade I, Grade II* or Grade II) and Scheduled Monument numbers 
are given where applicable.  
 
Sources of Information 
The source of information for a site is given in its Description. Where no source is quoted it 
can be assumed to be from the Parish Surveys between 2004 and 2015. Abbreviations used 
for sources are: 
AP = Aerial photograph (with year of sortie) 
DB= Domesday Book 
OS map number, e.g. ‘1:10560 1889 (CXXV.NE)’ = Ordnance Survey  1:10560  map of 
1889, sheet number CXXV.NE 
PND = Gover, Mawer&Stenton: The Place Names of Devon 
SURVEY = Life into Landscape Parish Survey: Ugborough (2004-2015) 
SWW = South West Water 
TA = Tithe Apportionment 1842 
TM = Tithe Map 1843 
 
For other authors quoted in the descriptions, refer to the Bibliography. 
 
Martin Dyer  
Exeter Archaeology 
 
Revision and additions by  
Robert Perrin 
Ugborough Local History Group 

 
 

Please note:  significant additions or alterations to the printed version are shown in red. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



	  

	  

 
 
 
 

 


